Elijah and Army
Elijah and Army is a massive multi-player political-religious role play
game taking place online and in real space through interaction between
players within their communities and during travel. The game has no
geographic limitation; players are in fact dispersed around the globe.
Certain areas have higher rates of participation than others. Spokane
Washington USA has one of the highest per capita participation rates,
yet many in the community just as in other game hot spots remain
unaware it is being played in secret around them. Players are sometimes
formally introduced to one another but at other times must identify each
other through coded language, actions, and perception.
Players come from all walks of life, representing different nationalities,
ethnic, religious, age, political, and occupational groups, though some
groups are more represented than others. For example, local, state, and
federal law enforcement agents, politicians, fire fighters and their family
members, third-party political activists, and independent and corporate
journalists are over-represented in certain areas. Other players include
students, teachers, unemployed, preachers, doctors, lawyers, judges,
gangstas, scientists, cannabis growers and distributors, average folks in
your neighborhood, and a surprising number of sports and entertainment
celebrities. The game is particularly popular among Muslims and
Mormons but people of all faith groups play the game, learning truth of
other religions and coming to understand their own scriptures better.
One person plays the role of Elijah, others play various roles of good
guys (Elijah's allies, followers, and supporters) and bad guys (the AntiChrist, his daughter Jezebel, and their followers banded together in a
comprehensive organized crime syndicate). The indifferent who do not
know about the game could learn of it at any time as it continues to gain
popularity. New players are constantly invited into the game. One key
and curious aspect of the game is real-life bad guys are drafted into the
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game against their will, a just consequence for their criminal behavior.
They deny the game exists and is being played secretly by others around
them who operate in opposition to their criminal plans or who pose as
bad guys among them in order to collect evidence and testimony against
them for criminal charges that will eventually be brought against them.
The goal of the game is unification with other good people in effort to
overthrow rule of organized crime while also learning interconnections
of the holy books and prophecies to discover the one true religion. For
Christ said he establishes different religions but they will become one:
"I have other sheep that are not of this sheep pen. I must bring
them also. They too will listen to my voice, and there shall be
one flock and one shepherd." - John 10:16 (New International Version)

The System of the Anti-Christ
Zechariah delivered prophecy of the Anti-Christ ruling over the church:
"For I am going to raise up a shepherd over the land who will
not care for the lost, or seek the young, or heal the injured, or
feed the healthy, but will eat the meat of the choice sheep, tearing
off their hooves." - Zechariah 11:16

Zechariah and the Christ delivered prophecy that Christ would be struck
down and the church attacked, divided, and corrupted:
"Awake, sword, against my shepherd, against the man who is
close to me!” declares the Lord Almighty. “Strike the shepherd,
and the sheep will be scattered, and I will turn my hand against
the little ones." - Zechariah 13:7
"Watch out for false prophets. They come to you in sheep’s
clothing, but inwardly they are ferocious wolves." - Matthew 7:15
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"Then Jesus told them, "This very night you will all fall away
on account of me, for it is written: ‘I will strike the shepherd,
and the sheep of the flock will be scattered.’"" - Matthew 26:31
""You will all fall away," Jesus told them, "for it is written: "‘I
will strike the shepherd, and the sheep will be scattered.’""
- Mark 14:27

A fundamental belief of Islam based on passages of the Qur'an and of
prophecy recorded in hadeeth is that corruption is a condition of all the
religions including Islam itself. Islam prophecy is that a reformer called
Imam Al Mehdi ("the rightly-guided priest") will eventually emerge
before the world to correct the corruptions and unify the religions into
one to prepare the true followers of God (Allah) for the return of Christ.
In Christian scripture, Christ identifies John the Baptist as a reincarnated
Elijah to be reincarnated again to correct the church of corruption:
"The disciples asked him, 'Why then do the teachers of the law
say that Elijah must come first?' Jesus replied, 'To be sure, Elijah
comes and will restore all things. But I tell you, Elijah has already
come, and they did not recognize him, but have done to him everything they wished. In the same way the Son of Man is going to
suffer at their hands.' Then the disciples understood that he was
talking to them about John the Baptist." - Matthew 17:10-13
"And they asked him, 'Why do the teachers of the law say that
Elijah must come first?' Jesus replied, 'To be sure, Elijah does come
first, and restores all things. Why then is it written that the Son of
Man must suffer much and be rejected? But I tell you, Elijah has
come, and they have done to him everything they wished, just as it
is written about him.'" - Mark 9:11-13
"For John is the one of whom the scripture says: ‘God said, I will
send my messenger ahead of you to open the way for you’ . . . and
if you are willing to believe their message, John is Elijah, whose
coming was predicted." - Matthew 11:10, 11:14
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We can interpret from the words of Christ a prophecy of the return of
John the Baptist (Elijah) before the return of the Christ himself as Elijah
did not "restore all things" as John the Baptist but was imprisoned and
beheaded shortly before the Christ himself was crucified. Christ had to
be struck down and the church corrupted in order for Elijah to be able to
restore it. Prophecy indicates Elijah will return to play John the Baptist
again but this time on a global scale and this time with different ending.
The prophecy of Islam is that Imam Al Mehdi will emerge before the
world after an adventure in which he is persecuted by the Anti-Christ
and his unholy followers. Though he will have a secret small following
and impact upon world events before emergence, Mehdi will only then
take up his major responsibility in reforming and unifying the religions
and preparing all of the true followers around the world for the return of
Christ. Imam Al Mehdi is the return of Elijah preceding and announcing
the imminent return of the Christ.
We can understand from this that there is no true conflict between the
religions but only misunderstandings and corrupted interpretations.
If we interpret the past 2,000 years of corruption from the Anti-Christ's
rule over the church as punishment for people not rising up and risking
themselves against the unholy to protect the Christ from persecution,
violent assault, and unjust sentence to death - Christ said those who wish
to save their lives will be lost but those who will give up (risk) their
lives will be saved (Matthew 16:25), but most of his congregation did
not risk for him - then we can understand imperative when Elijah arrives
and is persecuted by the Anti-Christ and his followers. If we want the
return of Christ, we must prove ourselves better this time via our actions
toward Elijah and those who oppose him or the Christ will not come
back to bring us home to heaven. According to Christ, risking your own
life for God's cause is required to enter heaven. Events around Elijah
will provide some an opportunity to risk their lives for God's cause.
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The Matrix and Illuminati
Reward of ruling over the world's cities and having command of all their
wealth offered to Christ by the Devil (Matthew 4:8-10) if Christ would
worship and serve the Devil is assumed given to whomever the Devil
made the same offer after the Christ refused it. Traditional interpretation
would hold that person to be Judas, the identified betrayer of the Christ
who dies two different deaths in Christian scripture (one by hanging
himself (Matthew 27:5-8), two by falling on a rock in a field (Acts 1:1819)). Christian scripture also references a disciple who will not die until
Christ returns (John 21:20-22). Interpretation that this disciple became
the Anti-Christ is supported by prophecy given through Paul that the
Anti-Christ has been alive and working in secret for the past 2,000 years
and will not die until Christ returns to slay him (2 Thessalonians 2:3-8).
Working in secret league with the Devil for 2,000 years, the Anti-Christ
has formed a comprehensive global organized crime syndicate called the
Illuminati (ignore suggestion that celebrities are Illuminati power
players; rather they are soul captives by contracts they failed to read
thoroughly before signing and are used by their Illuminati masters to
distract the rest of us from important things via celebrity worship,
gossip, and scandal). Illuminati operatives have not only infiltrated the
church but control nearly all aspects of politics, economy, and culture
around the world (most entertainment, news, and information mass
media, governments at all levels of organization, corporations, many
non-profits, an alarming percentage of mid-size and small business,
amateur and professional sports, police forces, militaries, political
parties, labor unions, activist groups, think tanks, and K-12 education).
However, the Illuminati still battle rebellious free-thinkers and truthtellers for control of higher education and now the Internet that has
become a place of liberation for many out of "the matrix" of deception
(or "tournament of lies") that the Anti-Christ and his secret organization
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of followers have perpetrated upon the rest of humanity. False conflict
between religions is only one application of their favorite tool of
oppression against the rest of us, divide and conquer. Primarily through
creative use of "social media," many have come together online from
different groups to overcome the divide and conquer stereotypes and
false information we have been taught about each other's beliefs and
behaviors to keep us separated and unable to unify against a common
enemy oppressing all of us for the wealth of a few. Elijah played an
instrumental online activist role in bringing together many people from
groups engaged in false conflicts against one another but is by no means
the only person to make effort in that imperative aspect of God's cause.
The Mehdi Army
Christian prophecy indicates a time when the Anti-Christ, or Beast, is
temporarily defeated - the Beast who serves the Dragon (Devil) suffers
what appears to be a mortal wound but then recovers from it and is
worshiped again (Revelation 16). [Revelation 16 also indicates a Second
Beast who is the False Prophet and who serves the first Beast that serves
the Dragon - discussion of this trio will take place during game play.]
Islam prophecy also indicates Mehdi's overthrow of the system of the
Anti-Christ will be a temporary period during which peace, justice, and
prosperity for all will reign over the earth before this era comes under
assault from a return of the Anti-Christ to power. Muslim prophecy and
the Mormon scriptures indicate those with Elijah will escape the horrors
that will come upon the rest of humanity for following evil again.
Islam prophecy indicates Mehdi's overthrow of the system of the AntiChrist occurs with assistance of the Mehdi Army, a group that provides
protection and assistance to Elijah despite his persecution by Dajjal
("The Deceiver," the Anti-Christ) that occurs through Dajjal's control of
government positions. Islam prophecy says Mehdi will develop a small
group of followers before emergence and that he will communicate with
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though they will not be in the same place and cannot see each other.
Traditional interpretation of telepathic communication is replaced by
digital-age interpretation of the Internet.
Given that the only way Mehdi can survive against Dajjal's forces ruling
over his town's police force, county prosecutor (called district attorney
in some places), defense attorneys, and the judiciary, as well as the U.S.
Department of Homeland Security, Federal Bureau of Investigation,
Department of Justice, Secret Service, and other agencies is to connect
with those already opposed to the rule of organized crime - such as the
Office of Naval Intelligence, some 5,000 members of the Church of
Christ (a Missouri Mormon sect that has infiltrated many strategically
important organizations to follow a prophetic instruction given to them a
few decades ago regarding the return of Elijah), and random individuals
in various places - and to also convince a number of Dajjal's followers to
repent and join his side, people employed in such occupations can be
assumed to make up a major portion of the Mehdi Army that is working
in secret to overthrow the rule of organized crime in Elijah's town and
nation, protect Elijah, and bring him to emergence before the world.
Muhammad's Radio
Another curious aspect of the game is Elijah demonstrates the hidden
hand of Holy Spirit as underwriter of several popular music songs with
meanings better understood from prophetic or religious context that
interconnect with events leading up to Elijah's sudden emergence before
the entire world. Elijah uses his Facebook page as one tool to present his
teachings and lead his congregation. His posts occasionally involve
exploration of lyrics within popular music, some of which make rather
direct prophetic connections to the return of John the Baptist and some
inter-related events before and after that emergence (much of what is
said in some of these songs cannot be understood until the events are
taking place or have passed into history).
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Industrial Disease
Prophecy of Islam is that in the days of Christ's return, women will
outnumber men by as much as 50 to 1 and it will be difficult to make
physical distinction between males and females. Scientific reality of
toxic industrial pollution is negative impact upon the y-chromosome,
decreasing its motility, thus decreasing the chances of y-chromosome
sperm to fertilize the egg thus increasing the chances of x-chromosome
sperm to fertile the egg to produce female babies out of ratio to males.
Census data reality confirms this is occurring in industrial areas across
the globe. Additional scientific reality of toxic industrial pollution that is
known culprit in cancer, respiratory, neurological, and immune-system
disorders as well as other birth defects is disruption of the endocrine
system, causing increasing rates of hermaphroditism by medical
conditions in both males and females. The role of Elijah is played by a
male hermaphrodite. When he emerges before the world to relay the
information from the scientists to the general public that toxic industrial
pollution causes hermaphrodization, a brief economic crisis and social
upheaval may occur as suggested by the song "Industrial Disease."
Green is the Official Color of Islam
Islam prophecy says Mehdi will emerge before the world with a green
ensign, the nations will have cause to bow to him, he "will resemble the
Jews," and he will be perplexing and hard for Muslims to accept - most
will not until another event occurs to induce their mass acceptance.
Earthquakes that cause opening of at least three massive sinkholes in
varied locations occur a few short weeks before or after his emergence.
He may emerge twice - the first may be a smaller news story circulating
internationally for a few days before fading away (perhaps the arrest of
his town's ruling crime gang with persecution of a hermaphroditic
Muslim leading to its downfall) and the major emergence shortly
thereafter relating to a significant upheaval of the national government.
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Spokane Shock
To everyone's shock and surprise, both Elijah and Dajjal live in the
dreary little city of Spokane Washington USA but Spokane is no
different than others in being ruled over in corruption by a local political
machine organized crime syndicate. Locals are the critical foundation of
the larger crime organizations that run nations and the world. Elijah is
targeted for harassment and assassination by the local crime syndicate
but also by some on national and international levels. However, not even
Mossad or the CIA can neutralize the one they come to call Elusive.
Two Witnesses and Multiple Wives
It is easy to suggest Elijah as one of the two witnesses prophecied in
Revelation 11 who will be famous before the world for 42 months
before assassination and then resurrection three days later. Who could be
the other witness remains speculation. This prophetic song and video do
not offer assistance in identifying the second witness but do note the
video shows Mehdi (or "Peter" in the song and video) being framed for
crimes of others, debate raging over whether he is a saint or a perverted
sinner, Michael Moore filming events, Peter escaping the confines of
death as is prophecied of the two witnesses, and Peter's followers taking
communion at the end of the video from a priest at the Church of Latter
Day Pumpkins. A perverted sinner accusation is likely be levied against
Elijah by the unrighteous over Elijah's acceptance of the full humanity
and spirituality of homosexuals, his resulting support and promotion of
same-sex marriage, his invitation to them to join the priesthood, and for
his own life as a male hermaphrodite with multiple wives (by Jewish
scripture, God has many of His prophets take more than one wife), some
of whom may have children fathered by other men during marriage to
Elijah whose hermaphroditic medical conditions make it not impossible
but yet very difficult for him to father children.
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